Communicated by V. Klee, July 8, 1966 Let 5 be a discrete semigroup and m (S) the Banach space of bounded real functions on S with the usual norm ||/|| =sup{ \f(s)\ ; 5 £5}. A linear functional <j> on m(S) is a mean if <£(ƒ) ^0 for ƒ £ra(S') with ƒ 2^0 and 0(1) = 1, where 1 is the constant one function on 5. S is extremely left amenable (ELA) if there exists a multiplicative left invariant mean <j> on m(S), i.e. a mean <j> which satisfies <ƒ>(ƒ#) = 0(ƒ)<£(#) for any/, gÇzm(S) and <t>(f a ) =<K/) for each ƒ Gm(5) and a£5 (where /a(s) =f(as) and f a (s) =f(sa) for any a, s £5 and fCEm(S)). The first to consider ELA semigroups (under different terminology) was T. Mitchell in [13]. His main and interesting result in [13] is that a semigroup 5 is ELA if and only if it has the common fixed point property on compacta (i.e. for each compact hausdorff space X and for each homomorphic representation 5' of 5 as a semigroup (under functional composition) of continuous maps of X into itself, there is some x Q in X such that s'(xo) =x 0 for all s' in S'). This result is an analog of Day's generalisation of the Markoff Kakutani fixed point theorem [4] .
Let m(S)* be the conjugate Banach space of m(S). If </>£m(S)*, let (£«<£) (ƒ)=<£(ƒ«) for any fGm (S) and a ES. Also let l a Gm(5)* be defined by l a (/) =f(a) for ƒ £m(S) and a£S. Elements of {l a ; a £5} are called point measures. j3(5) C^(5)* denotes the set of multiplicative means. j8(5) becomes a semigroup, which contains 5, under the convolution multiplication: </>©^(/) =<Kg) where g(s) =*(ƒ.) for s GS.
Define r a , l a : m(S)->m(S) by r«/=/», /«ƒ=ƒ« for a£S. If/£m(S), denote by K(f) the set of reals c for which there is some net in {r a f\ a £5} which con verges pointwise to the constant functions-1(1 £w (5) is the constant one function on 5). S is extremely right stationary if We have the following characterisation of ELA semigroups: 
. j8(5) has a right zero (though S does not need to have one). 5. S is extremely right stationary and in this case K(f) = {<£(ƒ); <j) ranges over all multiplicative left invariant means on m(S)}. 6. For each hÇ-JEL there is some s£S such that h(s)=Q (there still may be some h in the uniform closure of H with h(s) 7*0 for any s £S, even though S is ELA). 7. 5 is left amenable and each left invariant mean /x on m(S) satisfies Kfgs) =Kfg) for anyf, gEm(S) and any s ES.

5 is left amenable and each extreme point of the set of left invariant means on m(S) is multiplicative. 9. S is left amenable and K is uniformly dense in H.
S has the common fixed point property on compacta.
As we said, the interesting implication (1)<=> (10) [7] ).
(1)<^>(5) is in analogy to Mitchell's result in [12] for the left amenable case. His proof though, does not carry over to the extreme right stationary case. Conditions (6), (7), (8) We have the following application to topological groups: Let G be an abelian topological group (not necessarily locally compact) and
C=C(G) [U= UC(G)] be the space of real bounded [uniformly] continuous functions on G. Assume in addition that G has a nontrivial homomorphic image G' which is a subgroup of a locally compact abelian group. We show for this case that UC(G) and afortiori C(G)
are not ELA. Applying this result together with Theorem B and the above quoted theorems of Day and Dixmier one gets the:
THEOREM. Let G be an abelian topological group which has a nontrivial homomorphic image G' which is a subgroup of a locally compact abelian group. Then (a) UC(G) and C(G) are not ELA even though both admit an invariant mean. (b) Hu[Hc] is uniformly dense in UC(G)[C(G)] while Ku[Kc] is not uniformly dense in UC(G) [C(G)].
(c) sup{h(x); X£G} ^0 for each h^K c while swp{h(x)\ x£G} <0 for some hÇ^Hv.
(d) inf{||l-*||; hEHu] =0 while inf{[|l-ft||; hEK a }=l.
Some refinements of this theorem are also obtained. We also study the class of ELA semigroups and get the following results which have known analogues to amenable semigroups:
(a) If S is ELA so is any homomorphic image (due to Mitchell and immediate from Theorem A (1)«=>(3)).
(b) If 5 is a semigroup with S = U*<=r St where S t are ELA semigroups and for any h, feGT, St^S^CSt^ for some / 3 £!T then S is ELA (compare with Day [3, p. 516]).
(c) If S is ELA then any countable subsemigroup is included in a countable ELA semigroup (compare with [8] ).
(d) If S is a semigroup and ICS is a left ideal, then 5 is ELA if and only if lis ELA (compare with A. H. Frey [6] and Mitchell [12] ). 5 is a countable left cancellation ELA semigroup such that any subsemigroup which can be included in a finitely generated subsemigroup is not ELA while all those subsemigroups which cannot be included in finitely generated subsemigroups are ELA. Nevertheless, each subsemigroup of S is left amenable and even admits an infinite dimensional set of invariant means (none of which is multiplicative if the subsemigroup is finitely generated). Furthermore, S is not right amenable and does not contain elements of finite order.
In view of this example it is interesting to note that such a behaviour is impossible if 5 contains "enough" periodic elements (cGS is periodic if c n is an idempotent for some w^ 1 We give in what follows a general construction for a big class of ELA semigroups. It comes out from this construction that any left cancellation semigroup can be embedded in a left cancellation ELA semigroup. This wealth of ELA semigroups seems to us surprising, in view of the fact that no right cancellation ELA semigroups exist (except the trivial S={e} with e 2 = e). The above construction is specialised and studied in some detail. It gives rise for example to a left cancellation ELA semigroup S such that if {si, • • • , s n } C.S generate the semigroup S 0 then there are {s, t} QS such that the semigroup generated by {si, • • • , s n , s y t} is not even left amenable while that generated by {si, • • • , s ni s} is left amenable but not ELA.
We make in the end the following conjecture: Let S be a left cancellation ELA semigroup which is also right amenable. Then S is the trivial group containing identity only. If S is extremely right amenable instead of being only right amenable, then the conjecture is clearly true from (3) of Theorem A applied to extremely right amenable semigroups. Furthermore this conjecture holds true if every element of S has finite order (see [9, Lemma 4]) or even if S has "enough" periodic elements. A stronger conjecture is due to J. Sorenson.
